
CS334: Project 1
ZenOffer

Changelog:

- 17/02/2022: Added requirement for use of ORM to communicate with DB. See “Marking

Rubric”

- 22/02/2022: Added FAQ at bottom of spec. Added link to TailwindCSS in resources.

Added clarification on contracts for companies.

- 23/02/2022: Updated FAQ

- 24/02/2022: Updated description

- 03/03/2022: Removed blocking company from normal marks, supposed to only be for

bonus marks.

Summary

1. Group members: 5 per group - If you want to form a  group of 4 or 6 you have to email

Prof Brink vd Merwe - abvdm@cs.sun.ac.za

Also, once  you’ve decided on your group members, email the details to Brink vd Merwe,

including also the student numbers. This should happen in the first week of classes.

2. Due date: 21 March 2022 @ 23:59

3. Deliverables: A written report and project demo with video

4. Objective:

a. Implement a data model on a SQL-driven relational database

b. Create a web API to serve a client-side application

c. Create client software in the form of a web application
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Implementation

Description

You are required to create a web-based developer contracting platform that is focused on

connecting companies that requires developers for set-term contracting work. You will have two

types of users, Companies and Developers. Companies must be able to register their company

on the platform and start posting contracts for work which they require. The companies must be

able to view all developers that have applied for a contract and must be able to accept a

developer that they want. The date of the contract must be included automatically when the

contract is made. Companies must be able to have multiple contracts in different states at the

same time.

Developers must be able to register a new profile with a UNIQUE username on the web

application. Developers must be able to view all of the available contracts on the platform, sorted

by date of contract posted by default. It is bonus functionality to allow the developers to block

companies, which must be taken into consideration when filtering the available contracts IF the

functionality is implemented.

You will be required to implement a RESTful API using the python framework Flask. Note, if you

do not implement a RESTful API, your marks for the backend section will be HALVED.

You will be required to implement a Database, either using MySQL or PostgreSQL. You must use

an ORM to communicate with the database from the backend. If you do not use an ORM, your

marks for the Database section WILL BE HALVED.

Please note that your backend and frontend needs to be running on two separate instances /
ports. This means that if you end up using Jinja for the frontend, you will have TWO separate

flask instances, one that handles the frontend, creating Jinja pages and communicating with

the backend flask instance that will be running on a different port.

An exhaustive list of all of the requirements can be found under the “Marking Rubric” heading.

Choosing your tech stack

While you are required to use Flask for the backend, and either MySQL or PostgreSQL for the

database solution, this project encourages students to challenge themselves when building the

frontend. However, if you wish to use a more basic solution, you are allowed to do so. Below is a

table that indicates the multiplier on the Frontend depending on what you choose to use. Please
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note that the multiplier is only applicable to the frontend solution, and WILL NOT influence the

marks for the Backend Solution or the Database.

Solution Stack
Solution Challenge level Technology Multiplier

Client-side system Normal Jinja templating or vanilla
HTML/CSS/JS.

1

High A web app framework such as Vue.js,
Angular, React, Laravel, ASP.NET, etc.

1.3

Server-side API Normal The Python framework: Flask 1

Database Normal MySQL or PostgreSQL 1

Writing the report

The report should be at least 10 pages in length (no more than 14 excl. diagrams) and have the

following sections. NB: You must include each group member on the first page of the report.:

● Introduction: Here you introduce the problem that your solution is solving. You should

also mention the super-cool name that you have given your social networking platform

and describe how users interact with one another.

● Overall Description:

○ Use case diagram: This diagram shows the various actors and how they make use

of the system.

○ Data Modelling: Here you show a high-level representation of your data model in

the form of an ERD.

○ Operating Environment: This describes the solution stack and which

software/hardware your software will be deployed on.

● Solution: For each level of the stack (client, API, database), you should provide the

following:

○ A high-level description of the architecture, additional packages, and design

pattern used (MVC, MVVC, BLoC, service locator, factory design pattern, etc.). See

this resource for more detail. This is required for the client and the backend API

(not database).
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○ The technology used and why it solves the problem efficiently - this can lean in

either direction of low development cost, or high performance and safety.

Motivate (1) why you chose to use it, and (2) how the stack is implemented.

● Appendix:

○ Indicate what work each group member did

○ Any additional diagrams / resources

Marking Rubric

The marks for groups and individuals is capped at 100%

Marks will be halved or not rewarded at all if a certain feature is buggy and only
works sometimes.

Client-side Solution - General (6 marks)

● Login/Register functionality.

○ User registration (3)

○ Company registration (3)

Client-side Solution - User (21 marks)

● Compulsory developer registration details:

○ Unique Email address (1)

○ Password (1)

○ User avatar (Default if not provided) (1)

○ Programming Languages + Experience (1)

● View available contracts as list (blocked companies must be excluded) (2)

● Sort contracts by

○ Contract Length (1)

○ In Office or Remote (2)

○ Value of Contract (1)

○ Preferred Programming Languages for Contract (1)

○ Date contract was posted

● Edit profile details or delete account (2)

● Search for companies and see contracts available from company (2)

● Apply for an available contract (1)

● Profile Page:
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○ Preview profile as if company is viewing it (3)

○ Show money made from contracts so far (2)

○ View accepted contracts (1)

○ Show pending contracts (1)

Client-side Solution - Company (26 marks)

● Compulsory company registration details:

○ Unique Company Name (1)

○ Password (1)

○ Company Logo (1)

○ General Industry (1)

● Create new contract with details:

○ Contract Length (1)

○ Contract Value (ZAR) (1)

○ Contract Description (1)

○ Preferred Programming Languages (1)

○ Location (Just has to be between in office or remote) (1)

○ Date of contract posted (this should be done automatically) (1)

● Individual Contracts:

○ See all developers that have applied for contract (1)

○ Accept developer for contract (1)

○ All other developers should be “denied” automatically once a developer has been

accepted for the contract (2)

○ When a developer is accepted, automatically update the status of the contract to

closed (2)

● Edit profile details or delete account (2)

● Company Page:

○ Preview profile as if developer is viewing it (3)

○ Show money spent on closed contracts so far (2)

○ View all contracts (1)

○ Sort contracts by

■ Open Contracts (1)

■ Closed Contracts (1)
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Back-end API (24 marks):

If there are no REST APIs implemented then the backend marks will be

halved

● Login/Register routes that access database to validate information (3)

● Routes for CRUD operations on:

○ Users (4)

○ Companies (4)

○ Contracts (4)

● Correct HTTP Methods used for routes (an error status should be returned if the wrong

HTTP method is used):

○ GET (2)

○ POST (2)

○ PUT (2)

○ DELETE (2)

● Sanitizes database queries (3)

Database Solution (10 marks)

If you do not make use of an ORM like SQLAlchemy, Database marks will be
halved.

● Normalized tables:

○ 1NF (3)

○ 2NF (3)

● Hashed passwords (something like Blowfish, SHA512, etc.) (2)

● User avatars are not stored in the database itself (2)

Report (15 marks)

● Introduction (2)

● Overall Description

○ Use case diagram (3)

○ Data Modelling (3)

○ Operating Environment (2)

● Solution

○ A high-level description of design patterns for client and API (3)
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○ The technology used with explanation of how it is implemented and

why it was chosen (2)

Demo Video (10 marks)

Ten minute video, showing functionality, code and summarizing the same content as in the report.

Bonus Marks (10 marks)1

● Developer is able to block companies (2)

○ This should reflect in the visible list of contracts that the developer can see

○ Only half the marks will be awarded if the list of visible contracts is not updated

removing the blocked companies

● Have a working email system that can:

○ verify your account registration with activation link and, (1)

○ recover a lost password. (1)

● Deploy the application in the cloud. (1)

● Unit tests that run via a CI/CD system e.g. GitLab CI/CD. (1)

● Users are able to add their GitHub and LinkedIn to their profile (1)

● Developers are able to set a status as “Open to contracts” or “Not accepting new contract

offers” (different wording can be used) (3)

1 This is a separate section and is unaffected by a multiplier
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Contributions

All members of the team will confidentially rate one another. The document to fill out will be made

available to you on either SUNLearn or the RW334 homepage. You rate all students in the group -

including yourself . In the meantime, here is a summary of the rating system:2

Peer Rating System
Rating Percentage Description

E 100.0 Consistently carried more than fair share of the load

V 87.5 Consistently did what supposed to do, very well prepared,
cooperative

S 75.0 Usually did what supposed to do, acceptably prepared &
cooperative

O 62.5 Often did what supposed to do, minimally prepared & cooperative

M 50.0 Sometimes failed to show up or complete assignments, rarely
prepared

D 37.5 Often failed to show up or complete assignments, rarely prepared

U 25.0 Consistently failed to show up or complete assignments,
unprepared

F 12.5 Practically no participation

N 0 No participation at all

The instructor reserves the right to disregard anomalous ratings. The instructor reserves the right

to go through the commit history of the group’s project repository to determine whether the peer

evaluations are an accurate reflection of the work done by each group member. If an individual

has 0 commits in the group repository, they will get 0% for the project.

2 If you do not hand in a rating or rate yourself, your rating will become as follows: You receive an N vote
and the rest of your team will receive an E vote.
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Resources

Resource Links:

Full Stack Python

TailwindCSS - Pre-built CSS Library

Class Assistants

The following table can let you know how much each class assistant can help you for each

technology or framework:

Legend

✔ Confident

✅ Partially confident

✓ Willing to dabble

Technology Andrei Liné Lauren Gareth Julian Alex

Flask/Jinja ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Vue.js ✅ ✅ ✅ ✓ ✅ ✅

React ✔ ✔ ✅ ✓ ✓ ✅

Angular ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✅ ✓

Laravel ✓

ASP.NET ✓

MySQL ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

PostgreSQL ✔ ✔ ✔ ✓ ✔ ✔
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FAQ:

- Are we allowed to use any external libraries / packages?
You can use any libraries or packages. Please remember to include a requirements.txt for

all the python packages and a package.json for all the javascript libraries that are used

- Can we use templates?

You are allowed to use component libraries such as Material UI, but you are not allowed

to use a completely pre-built template for the frontend.

- Can we use scripts for initial DB setup?

You are allowed to use scripts to setup the database initially, however all communication

between the backend and the database must be done through the ORM

- Can we write normal queries with the ORM?

You must make use of the functions that come with the ORM such as the .join or .select

function. Writing normal SQL queries like SELECT * FROM DB.TABLE; defeats the

purpose of using the ORM. If you write normal queries your DB marks will be halved.
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